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Abstract

Federated learning (FL) has emerged as a new paradigm
for privacy-preserving collaborative training. Under do-
main skew, the current FL approaches are biased and face
two fairness problems. 1) Parameter Update Conflict: data
disparity among clients leads to varying parameter impor-
tance and inconsistent update directions. These two dis-
parities cause important parameters to potentially be over-
whelmed by unimportant ones of dominant updates. It con-
sequently results in significant performance decreases for
lower-performing clients. 2) Model Aggregation Bias: ex-
isting FL approaches introduce unfair weight allocation
and neglect domain diversity. It leads to biased model
convergence objective and distinct performance among do-
mains. We discover a pronounced directional update con-
sistency in Federated Learning and propose a novel frame-
work to tackle above issues. First, leveraging the discovered
characteristic, we selectively discard unimportant parame-
ter updates to prevent updates from clients with lower per-
formance overwhelmed by unimportant parameters, result-
ing in fairer generalization performance. Second, we pro-
pose a fair aggregation objective to prevent global model
bias towards some domains, ensuring that the global model
continuously aligns with an unbiased model. The proposed
method is generic and can be combined with other existing
FL methods to enhance fairness. Comprehensive experi-
ments on Digits and Office-Caltech demonstrate the high
fairness and performance of our method.

1. Introduction

Federated learning (FL) aims to collaboratively train a high-
performance model while maintaining data privacy [28, 36].

*Equal contributions. †Corresponding author.
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Figure 1. Problem illustration of Federated Learning under do-
main skew. Conventional FL methods ( ) exhibit potential perfor-
mance disparities due to Parameter Update Conflicts and Model
Aggregation Bias. The former indicates that varying parameter
importance and inconsistent update directions lead to an un-
fair decline in aggregated performance. The latter suggests biased
convergence objective, resulting in performance disparities. Our
method ( ) achieves more equitable performance across different
domains while enhancing overall performance.

The foundational method, FedAvg [36], allows numerous
participants to send their models to the server instead of
data. Then, the server aggregates these models into a
global model and sends it back for further training. No-
tably, a significant challenge in FL is data heterogeneity
[20, 22, 28, 29, 55] , which means that client data appears in
a Non-IID (non-independently and identically distributed)
manner [32, 50, 54, 56, 59]. One particular heterogeneity
type, domain skew [12, 16, 31, 55], refers to the client data
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being sampled from various domains, leading to different
feature distributions for each client.

Under domain skew, the local data are sampled from
multiple domains, resulting in a significant disparity in dis-
tributed data. This disparity introduces challenges of feder-
ated convergent inconsistency. Meanwhile, federated learn-
ing aims to achieve a lower overall loss [36]. These two
factors lead to FL being biased toward domains with easier
convergence, further resulting in the neglect of other do-
mains. This bias leads to distinct performance among do-
mains. However, if some clients feel undervalued, their mo-
tivation to participate in the federation will diminish, lead-
ing to a narrow scope of knowledge in the federation, hin-
dering its growth and contradicting original intent of FL.
This issue gives rise to a pivotal challenge in FL: Perfor-
mance Fairness [17, 45], which aims to ensure the uni-
form performance across different clients without neglect-
ing clients with inferior performance. The fairness issue
is highlighted in Fig. 1, where preliminary methods might
overfit some domains, leading to poor performance in other
domains. We argue that two primary reasons underlie this
fairness issue: I Parameter Update Conflict: The incon-
sistent parameter update directions and varying parameter
importance lead to conflicts between important and unim-
portant parameters, degrading the performance of clients
with poorer results. Due to domain skew, there can be in-
consistencies in parameter update directions among clients.
Furthermore, some parameters of the neural network are
more important to specific data [24, 46, 53], meaning that
changes in these parameters have a larger impact on perfor-
mance. Domain skew results in varying parameter impor-
tance. So important updates from poor-performing client
may be potentially overwhelmed by unimportant aspects of
others. But the latter can not signally boost performance.
So it finally leads to performance disparity. II Model Ag-
gregation Bias: The general weighting distribution method
is biased and neglects domain diversity, resulting in un-
fair convergence objective and performance disparity. In
conventional FL methods [29, 36], the strategy of weight-
ing proportional to sample quantity [36] hinders the global
model from adequately learning from domains with few
samples. Alternatively, equal weighting overly emphasizes
clients with fewer samples. Both strategies introduce biases
and amplifying performance diversity. This bias disregards
the data diversity among different domains.

To address these issues, we present a novel solu-
tion, Federated Parameter-Harmonized and Aggregation-
EquAlized Learning (FedHEAL). For problem I, we ob-
serve notable consistency in parameters updating during
the local training. Specifically, due to the unique do-
main knowledge, some parameters are consistently pushed
to the same direction (i.e., increment and decrement) dur-
ing local training across consecutive rounds, as detailed in

Sec. 3.3.1. Parameters with strong consistency occur be-
cause the global model fails to adapt to certain domains,
leading to repeated adjustments in the same direction. Mo-
tivated by this, we argue that parameters with strong con-
sistency are more crucial for specific domain. To mitigate
parameter update conflict, we aim to prevent unimportant
parameters from nullifying the crucial updates of domains
with poor performance. By including only essential param-
eters, we mitigate important updates from being drowned
out by less important ones, thus promoting Performance
Fairness across multiple domains and clients.

For problem II, we argue that more diverse domains re-
sult in larger model changes during local training. To ac-
count for the data diversity, we propose an optimization
objective that minimizes the variance of distances between
the global model and all the local models. By reducing the
variance, the global model maintains uniform distances to
all the local models, preventing bias towards any clients.
However, the extensive parameters in neural networks and
the large number of clients in FL make it computationally
intensive. Thus, we propose a simplified method approxi-
mately aligned with this fairness objective. Details of our
simplified approach are elaborated in Sec. 3.3.2.

In this paper, FedHEAL consists of two components.
First, by discarding unimportant parameters, we mitigate
conflict among parameter updates. Second, we present a
fair aggregation objective and a simplified implementation
to prevent global model bias towards some domains. Fed-
HEAL ultimately achieves Performance Fairness under do-
main skew. Since our approach only focuses on aggrega-
tion, it can be easily integrated with most existing FL meth-
ods. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We identify the parameter update consistency in FL and

introduce a partial parameter update method to update
only parameters significant to the local domain, enhanc-
ing fair performance across domains.

• We propose a new fair federated aggregation objective
and a practical approach to consider the domain diversity
to improve Performance Fairness.

• We conduct comprehensive experiments on the Digits
[18, 25, 40, 43] and Office-Caltech [9] datasets, providing
evidence of effectiveness of our method through ablation
studies and integrations with existing methods.

2. Related Work
2.1. Federated Learning with Data Heterogeneity

Federated learning aims to collaboratively train models
without centralizing data to protect privacy. The pioneer-
ing work, FedAvg [36], trains a global model by aggregat-
ing participants’ local model parameter. However, FedAvg
is primarily designed for homogeneous data, and its perfor-
mance degrades under data heterogeneity. Numerous meth-
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Notation Description Notation Description

m Client Index pm Client Weight
i Parameter Index qm,i Parameter Weight
M Client Volume lm,i Increment Proportion
G Parameter Volume cm,i PUC of Parameter
Nm Sample Size ∆wt

m Model Update
Wt Global Model ∆wt

m,i Parameter Update
wt

m Client Model dm Model Distance
τ Importance Threshold β Update Momentum

Table 1. Notation table of this paper.

ods based on FedAvg have emerged to address data hetero-
geneity [7, 8, 13, 14, 34, 44]. FedProx [29], SCAFFOLD
[22] and FedDyn [1] constrain local updates by adding
penalty terms. FedProto [48] and MOON [26] enhance the
alignment between client-side training at the feature level.
However, these methods overlook the issue of domain skew,
leading to diminished performance in multi-domain scenar-
ios. Some methods have now been developed to address do-
main skew, such as FedBN [31] and FCCL [12, 15]. How-
ever, these methods focus on personalized models rather
than shared models, the latter of which requires additional
public datasets. FPL [16] focuses on addressing domain
skew but requires each client to upload high-level feature
information, contradicting the privacy-preserving nature of
FL. FedGA [58] and FedDG [33] focus on the problem of
unseen domain generalization, but the former requires an
additional validation set, and the latter involves transmit-
ting data information among multiple clients, posing pri-
vacy leakage concerns. In this paper, FedHEAL does not
require any additional datasets or the transmission of addi-
tional signal information. We solely focus on the most fun-
damental transmitted information in FL: the model updates
themselves, to extract the necessary information for enhanc-
ing Performance Fairness in multi-domain scenarios.

2.2. Fair Federated Learning

The fairness in FL is currently of widespread interest
[4, 11, 41]. The mainstream categorizations of federated
fairness fall into three classes [19, 45]: Performance Fair-
ness [19, 27, 30, 38], Individual/Group Fairness [5, 6, 57],
and Collaborative Fairness [19, 35, 42, 52, 60]. Perfor-
mance fairness ensures that all participants experience sim-
ilar and equitable performance improvements. Individ-
ual/Group Fairness aims to minimize model bias towards
specific attributes(e.g., gender). Collaborative Fairness en-
sures that participants are rewarded in proportion to contri-
butions. This paper primarily addresses the issue of Perfor-
mance Fairness. AFL [38] utilizes a min-max optimization
to boost the performance of the worst-performing clients.
q-Fedavg [27] recalibrates the aggregate loss by assigning
higher weights to devices with higher losses to enhance per-
formance fairness. FedFV [49] uses the cosine similarity
to detect and eliminate gradient conflicts to achieve Per-
formance Fairness. But they are tailored for label skew

Non-IID data and do not consider domain skew. Ditto [30]
enhances Performance Fairness by incorporating a penalty
term but employs a personalized model instead of a shared
model. FedCE [19] addresses both Performance Fairness
and Collaborative Fairness but necessitates an additional
validation set, a requirement that is challenging to meet
given the scarcity of client data in FL. Our method is tai-
lored for Performance Fairness under domain skew and con-
sider both the domain diversity. It can be easily integrated
with existing methods to enhance their fairness.

3. Methodology
3.1. Preliminaries

Federated Learning. Following typical Federated Learn-
ing setup [29, 36, 37], we consider there are M clients
(indexed by m). Each client holds private data Dm =
{xi, yi}Nm

i=1, where Nm represents the data size of client m.
The optimization objective of FL is to minimize global loss:

min
w

F (w) =

M∑
m=1

pmfm(w), (1)

where fm(w) = 1
Nm

∑Nm

i=1 L(xi, yi;w), pm is the weight
of client. L(xi, yi;w) is the loss of data (xi, yi) with model
parameters w. Each client updates its model locally, and the
server then aggregates model updates from all clients.
Domain Skew. In heterogeneous federated learning, do-
main skew among private data occurs when the marginal
distribution of labels P (y) is consistent across clients, but
the conditional distribution of features given labels P (x|y)
varies among different clients [3, 12, 16, 21, 31, 51]:

Pm(x|y) ̸= Pn(x|y) while Pm(y) = Pn(y). (2)

3.2. Motivation

Observation of Parameter Update Consistency. In het-
erogeneous federated learning, grasping the characteristic
of model updates across clients is crucial. This study intro-
duces a novel observation, termed as Parameter Update
Consistency (PUC), observed during local training phases.
Through a toy experiment involving 4 clients, each sam-
pling from distinct domains and training with a ResNet-10
network, we observe a significant Parameter Update Con-
sistency during local training. As shown in Fig. 2, our
findings indicate that a substantial proportion of parame-
ters maintain consistent update directions in consecutive
rounds of training. Specifically, most parameters demon-
strate significant update consistency. This consistency is no-
ticeable in shorter consecutive rounds (10 rounds) but per-
sists even in the longer term (100 rounds), underscoring its
enduring nature. Furthermore, the consistency observed in
the last 10 rounds reveals that PUC remains prominent as
the global model converges, indicating that the converged
global model has not adapted to specific domains. These
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Figure 2. Illustration of Parameter Update Consistency. The
consistency of parameter updates is displayed over 10 and 100
rounds for a randomly selected layer of the client model update.
A significant proportion of parameters maintain a consistent up-
date direction, i.e., almost half of the parameters show the same
direction for over 90 of the 100 rounds, indicating a persistent ten-
dency to steer the global model in a fixed direction.

observations suggest a potential global model bias towards
other domains, emphasizing the necessity for strategies that
mitigate such biases and ensure fairer model aggregation.

Inspired by our observations and insights, to tackle Prob-
lem I, we categorize parameters into two distinct classes:
important and unimportant. Important parameters are char-
acterized by stable update directions in consecutive rounds,
indicating consistent learning behavior within specific do-
mains and inadequacy of the global model in fitting those
domains. These parameters are deemed crucial for offer-
ing greater contribution in performance improvement. Con-
versely, unimportant parameters exhibit distinct directional
changes across rounds which provide little contribution in
performance improvement. We argue that involving unim-
portant parameters in the updates exacerbates the parameter
update conflict, leading to a decline in the performance of
some domains and resulting in unfair performance. There-
fore, to mitigate this, we aim to minimize the impact of
unimportant updates, enhancing the performance of poorly
performing domains. During parameter aggregation, we
discard unimportant parameters by setting their weights to
zero, which prevents them from participating in aggregation
and mitigates the parameter update conflict. Then we nor-
malize all weights of a local model parameter. Those with
a weight of zero remain at zero but the weights of impor-
tant parameters increase, amplifying their influence on the
global model and improving its adaptation to underperform-
ing domains. The proposed method is detailed in Sec. 3.3.1.

To address Problem II, we employ domain diversity as
the guiding metric for allocating weights. Our intuition
is that more diverse data will undergo larger parameter
changes for the local model to adapt to that domain. The pa-
rameter changes exhibit the fitting gap between the global

model and local model, implying the potential for perfor-
mance improvement. A larger model changes suggests a
domain is overlooked and has greater space for performance
enhancement, which can also be reflected in the magnitude
of model parameter updates. The distance between model
iterations can represent the extent of parameter updates.
Thus, this issue can be addressed through an optimization
objective that minimizes the variance of distances between
the global model and each client model. By reducing the
variance, the global model maintains a more uniform dis-
tance to each client. However, this optimization problem
is computationally intensive, so we introduce a simplified
approach. We modify the weight allocation strategy with a
momentum update [23, 47], assign greater weight to clients
that induce larger parameter changes. This method approx-
imately aligns with our objective and draws the new global
model closer to neglected clients, thereby reducing the vari-
ance. We elaborate the proposed method in Sec. 3.3.2.

3.3. Proposed Method

3.3.1 Federated Parameter-Harmonized Learning

In a Federated Learning system with M clients, the global
model in round t is denoted as Wt. In round t, each client
trains their model on private data Dm to obtain local model
wt

m. The local model change is defined as ∆wt
m = wt

m −
Wt. The global model of next round, t+ 1, is then updated
by aggregating the model updates of round t:

Wt+1 =Wt +

M∑
m=1

pm∆wt
m, (3)

where pm is the aggregation weight of client m, typically
proportion to local sample size(i.e., pm = Nm∑M

j=1 Nj
). In

neural networks, wt
m is potentially a large vector of param-

eters, and ∆wt
m is a vector of parameter changes with the

same dimension. For simplicity, we disregard the internal
structure of the model and represent ∆wt

m as
∆wt

m = [∆wt
m,1,∆wt

m,2, . . . ,∆wt
m,G], (4)

where G denotes the total number of parameters, and
∆wt

m,i represents the change in the ith parameter of the
model wt

m. We aim to compute the PUC for each param-
eter across all clients. This computation characterizes how
significantly the parameters of the global model are pushed
towards a consistent direction to fit specific domains. We
maintain a list of proportions for parameters that are in-
creasing for each client and then employ dynamic program-
ming [2] to update this list in each round. The list of incre-
ment proportions for client m is denoted as

Lm = [lm,1, lm,2, . . . , lm,G],

lm,i =

∑t−1
j=0 I(∆wj

m,i ≥ 0)

t
,

(5)

where I(·) is the indicator function and lm,i is the propor-
tion of increasing parameter before round t. Applying Dy-
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Eq. (9)
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Obtain dm by Eq. (11)

Update pm by Eq. (12)

(a) Federated Parameter-Harmonized Learning (b) Federated Aggregation-Equalized Learning
Figure 3. Architecture illustration of FedHEAL. Clients send local model updates to the server. In FPHL (Sec. 3.3.1), the server maintains
a consistency table, computes the consistency of current updates with past directions and discards updates with low consistency. Then in
FAEL (Sec. 3.3.2), server minimized the variance of distance between global model and client model to mitigate model aggregation bias.

namic Programming [2], the lm,i in the round t can be cal-
culated from the previous round’s result:

lm,i ←
lm,i ∗ (t− 1) + I(∆wt

m,i ≥ 0)

t
. (6)

Then the PUC of ith parameter can be expressed as

cm,i = PUC(wm,i) =

{
lm,i if ∆wt

m,i ≥ 0,

1− lm,i otherwise
. (7)

To alleviate parameter update conflicts and mitigate the
global model from experiencing unfair performance, we se-
lect parameters with a strong PUC for retention and discard
others. We introduce a hyperparameter τ for this purpose.
We categorize the ith parameter as important if cm,i ≥ τ
and as unimportant otherwise. Given the model aggrega-
tion process in Eq. (3), the aggregation of ith parameter is

Wt+1
i =Wt

i +

M∑
m=1

pm∆wt
m,i, (8)

where Wt
i is the ith parameter of global model Wt. By

applying our method, Eq. (8) can be reformulated as

Wt+1
i =Wt

i +

M∑
m=1

qtm,i∆wt
m,i,

qtm,i =
I(cm,i ≥ τ)pm∑M
j=1 I(cj,i ≥ τ)pj

,

(9)

where pm is the aggregation weight of client m and all its
parameters, qtm,i zeros out the weights of insignificant pa-
rameters and then further normalizes them to ensure the ag-
gregation weights sum up to 1. Consequently, only impor-
tant parameters will participate and unimportant updates no
longer impact important updates. By normalizing qtm,i, the
proportion of important parameter updates is further ampli-

fied, enhancing their contribution during aggregation.

3.3.2 Federated Aggregation-Equalized Learning

We first define the distance between the global model and
the local model of client m in round t as dm = ∥U − wt

m∥22,
where U is the new global model and ∥·∥22 is the square of
the euclidean distance. To minimize the variance of dis-
tances between the global model and each client model, we
introduce the following optimization objective:

U∗
t =argmin

U
Var({dm}Mm=1)

= argmin
U

Var({
∥∥U − wt

m

∥∥2

2
}Mm=1)

s.t. U =

M∑
m=1

pmwt
m,

M∑
m=1

pm = 1, and ∀m, pm ≥ 0,

(10)

where U∗
t represents the unbiased global model. The time

complexity of this optimization is O(qMG), where q is
the number of iterations needed for convergence. However,
computational resources are often limited in FL. Thus, we
propose a simplified approach that reduces the time com-
plexity to O(MG), requiring only a single distance calcula-
tion for each client. Specifically, in round t, we measure the
distance between the trained client model and global model
Wt as dm = ||∆wt

m||22. Notably, if we combine it with
FPHL, dm can be rewritten as

dm = ||
G∑

i=1

I(cm,i ≥ τ) ·∆wt
m,i||22, (11)

implying that we only compute the important parameter
change distance which better reflects the alterations made
for specific domain. We then apply a momentum update
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strategy [23, 47] to update the weight for each client:

∆ptm = (1− β)∆pt−1
m + β

dm∑M
j=1 dj

,

ptm = pt−1
m +∆ptm, ptm =

ptm∑M
j=1 p

t
j

.

(12)

where β is a hyper-parameter, with larger values indicating
a more pronounced influence of the distance on pm. When
β = 0, the method degenerates to the FedAvg. At β = 1,
the weights are assigned purely based on the distance set of
current round. The simplified method strives to minimize
the variance, aligning with the unbiased global model.

3.4. Discussion and Limitation

The key notations are summarized in Tab. 1 and the pseudo-
code of FedHEAL is presented in Algorithm 1.
Comparison with Analogous Methods. q-FFL [27] and
FedCE [19] increase weights for poor-performing clients
based on single loss or accuracy metrics. However, in-
creasing the weights of these clients does not guarantee sig-
nificant performance improvement. FAEL adjusts weights
based on the domain diversity, which implies fitting gap be-
tween the global model and local models. It is a better way
is to infer the effectiveness of weight modification based on
the potential space for performance improvement. Similar
work FedFV [49] alleviates model gradient conflicts. but it
modifies gradients based on cosine similarity and gradient
projection of the model, still allows less significant gradi-
ents to influence crucial ones. In contrast, FPHL, grounded
in the observed PUC characteristics, selectively discards
unimportant updates to safeguard the important ones. It
demonstrates targeted conflict resolution, leading to better
fairness and higher overall performance.
Discussion on FPHL. FPHL selectively discards unimpor-
tant parameters to reduce update conflicts, meaning it is
particularly effective in large-scale FL systems where such
conflicts are more pronounced. Similar with other meth-
ods aimed at Performance Fairness [27, 38], FPHL can
increase the influence of clients with poorer performance,
which may sometimes reduce the relative weight and per-
formance of other clients. Yet, by discarding unimportant
parameters uniformly, FPHL can diminish the adverse im-
pact of both poorly performing client updates and better-
performing clients to some extent. Consequently, while it
significantly boosts the performance of the former, it may
also help to prevent performance decline in the latter. So it
achieves higher average accuracy across domains.
Limitation. Our method leverages the parameter update
consistency and the fitting gap between the global model
and local models to guide parameter aggregation and client
aggregation weights. However, our method’s performance
is sensitive to the selected hyperparameters. When a hyper-
parameter is not selected properly, our method may become
unstable. Additionally, our method is designed for scenar-

Algorithm 1: FedHEAL
Input: Communication rounds T , local epochs K,

number of participants M , mth participant private
data Dm, private model wm

Output: The final global model wT

Server: initialize the global model w0 and
L0

m = [0, 0, . . . , 0]G
for t = 0, 1, 2, ..., T − 1 do

Client:
for m = 1, 2, ...,M in parallel do

wt
m ←Wt

for k = 1, 2, ...,K do
wt

m ← wt
m − η∇CE(wt

m, Dm)

∆wt
m ← wt

m −Wt

Server:
qt, Lt ← FedHEAL(Lt−1)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , G do
Wt+1

i =Wt
i +

∑M
m=1 q

t
m,i∆wt

m,i

FedHEAL(Lt−1) :
for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M do

for i = 1, 2, . . . , G do
lm,i ← (lm,i,∆wt

m,i) in Eq. (6)
cm,i ← (lm,i,∆wt

m,i) in Eq. (7)

dm ← (cm,i,∆wt
m,i) in Eq. (11)

for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M do
ptm,∆ptm ← (pt−1

m ,∆pt−1
m ,∆wt

m,i, D
t, β) in

Eq. (12)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , G do

qtm,i ← (ptm, ctm,i) in Eq. (9)

return qt, Lt

ios where all clients share the same network architecture, so
it may fail in cases where clients have different architectures
and parameter update consistency cannot be assumed.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experiment Details

Datasets. We evaluate our methods on two multi-domain
image classification tasks.
• Digits [18, 25, 40, 43] includes four domains: MNIST,

USPS, SVHN and SYN, each with 10 categories.
• Office-Caltech [9] includes four domains: Caltech, Ama-

zon, Webcam, and DSLR, each with 10 categories.
We allocate 20 clients for each task and distribute an equal
number of clients to each domain. We randomly sample a
certain proportion for each client from their datasets, based
on task difficulty and task size. Specifically, we sample 1%
for Digits and 10% for Office-Caltech. We fix the seed to
ensure reproduction of results. The example cases in each
domain are presented in Fig. 4.
Model. For both classification tasks, we use ResNet-10 [10]
as the shared model architecture for training.
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Digits Office-Caltech
Methods

MNIST USPS SVHN SYN AVG ↑↑↑ STD ↓↓↓ Amazon DSLR Caltech Webcam AVG ↑↑↑ STD ↓↓↓
FedAvg [36] 89.84 93.25 79.54 41.35 76.00 23.82 72.63 56.67 58.57 45.52 58.35 11.13

+AFL [38] 90.59 95.83 75.13 44.42 76.49 23.12 64.21 65.37 57.50 48.28 58.83 7.84
+q-FFL [27] 91.44 94.10 76.33 44.48 76.59 22.79 60.00 64.01 53.39 51.72 57.28 5.73
+FedHEAL 90.27 95.69 79.94 46.45 78.09 22.08 67.90 66.00 59.28 66.21 64.85 3.80

FedProx [29] 90.27 93.93 80.04 42.82 76.76 23.38 69.90 58.00 60.27 45.52 58.42 10.03
+AFL [38] 92.86 96.17 74.47 42.22 76.43 24.72 68.10 62.67 59.29 52.41 60.62 6.57

+q-FFL [27] 88.58 93.49 75.58 44.23 75.47 22.15 61.37 72.66 54.91 55.52 61.11 8.23
+FedHEAL 89.06 95.52 79.44 46.67 77.67 21.70 66.11 72.67 57.50 67.59 65.97 6.30

Scaffold [22] 94.15 94.44 76.87 44.22 77.42 23.61 69.37 59.33 59.55 46.21 58.62 9.50
+AFL [38] 91.77 96.05 78.60 46.39 78.20 22.47 66.42 63.33 59.11 49.31 59.54 7.45

+q-FFL [27] 87.73 94.59 74.00 43.76 75.02 22.53 61.79 73.33 55.18 55.86 61.54 8.40
+FedHEAL 92.68 96.25 78.54 47.72 78.80 22.08 64.11 67.99 55.18 62.41 62.42 5.37
MOON [26] 90.46 92.65 80.48 40.58 76.04 24.23 74.00 59.33 60.63 46.90 60.21 11.08

+AFL [38] 91.25 96.03 75.31 44.34 76.73 23.34 66.74 67.33 60.80 55.17 62.51 5.71
+q-FFL [27] 90.43 94.84 76.48 43.95 76.42 23.02 64.32 65.33 54.28 61.03 61.24 4.99
+FedHEAL 91.34 94.94 81.32 44.96 78.14 22.86 67.68 65.33 59.11 64.14 64.07 3.62
FedDyn [1] 91.23 92.36 80.15 41.55 76.32 23.83 71.16 62.00 59.20 48.62 60.24 9.28
+AFL [38] 92.11 96.10 71.46 41.52 75.30 24.97 70.10 58.67 59.82 51.03 59.91 7.84

+q-FFL [27] 92.53 95.17 76.37 44.75 77.20 23.18 62.10 67.33 54.82 56.21 60.12 5.76
+FedHEAL 89.87 95.00 80.18 44.23 77.32 22.90 67.47 60.66 59.02 54.83 60.50 5.26

FedProc [39] 91.86 91.16 78.54 39.87 75.36 24.44 60.21 46.00 55.98 46.90 52.27 6.95
+AFL [38] 87.85 94.28 78.52 41.54 75.55 23.58 52.63 52.67 55.09 43.45 50.96 5.14

+q-FFL [27] 92.09 92.09 74.97 45.21 76.15 22.17 65.79 42.01 55.80 50.69 53.57 9.94
+FedHEAL 94.23 92.93 81.43 48.67 79.31 21.22 67.58 66.00 56.79 61.38 62.94 4.87

FedProto [48] 89.99 92.90 81.09 40.93 76.23 24.06 71.48 42.67 62.23 60.34 59.18 12.04
+AFL [38] 85.27 92.90 67.16 42.36 71.92 22.47 70.74 56.67 57.77 79.65 66.21 11.01

+q-FFL [27] 93.35 94.92 77.08 46.31 77.91 22.56 72.74 54.67 64.20 82.76 68.59 11.99
+FedHEAL 88.49 94.62 81.39 48.46 78.24 20.58 75.68 76.00 65.18 80.34 74.30 6.44

Table 2. Comparison of Average Accuracy(AVG) and Standard Deviation(STD) with AFL [38] and q-FFL [27]. See details in Sec. 4.3.

MNIST(M) USPS(U)

SVHN(SV) SYN(SY)
(a) Digits

Amazon(A) Caltech(C)

Webcam(W)Dslr(D)
(b) Office-Caltech

Figure 4. Example cases in Digits [18, 25, 40, 43], Office-Caltech
[9] tasks. Please see details in Sec. 4.1.

Comparison Methods. We compare FedHEAL with FL
baseline FedAvg [36] and existing solutions for Perfor-
mance Fairness: AFL [38], q-FFL [27] (both integrable),
FedFV [49], Ditto [30] (two independent methods, with per-
sonalized models aggregated into global model for Ditto).
Implementation Details. All methods are implemented
with the same settings. We set the communication rounds to
200 and the local epoch to 10. We use SGD as the optimizer
with a learning rate of 0.001. Its weight decay is 1e− 5 and
momentum is 0.9. The training batch size is 64 for Digits
and 16 for Office-Caltech. The hyper-parameter setting for
FedHEAL presents in the Sec. 4.2.
Evaluation Metrics. Following [27], we utilize the Top-
1 accuracy and the standard deviation of accuracy across
multi-domains as evaluation metrics. A smaller standard

deviation indicates better Performance Fairness across dif-
ferent domains. We use the average results from the last five
rounds accuracy and variance as the final performance.

Digits
Methods

MNIST USPS SVHN SYN AVG ↑↑↑ STD ↓↓↓
Ditto [30] 90.59 92.98 79.20 41.89 76.16 23.62

FedFV [49] 91.76 94.70 77.26 44.14 76.97 23.17
FedHEAL 90.27 95.69 79.94 46.45 78.09 22.08

Office-Caltech
Methods

Amazon DSLR Caltech Webcam AVG ↑↑↑ STD ↓↓↓
Ditto [30] 58.00 70.00 56.25 63.45 61.92 6.20

FedFV [49] 62.95 71.33 55.36 60.00 62.41 6.72
FedHEAL 67.90 66.00 59.28 66.21 64.85 3.80

Table 3. Comparison of Average Accuracy(AVG) and Standard
Deviation(STD) with Ditto [30] and FedFV [49]. Please refer to
Sec. 4.3 for detailed discussion.

4.2. Diagnostic Analysis

Hyper-parameter Study. We show the impact of the
hyper-parameters τ (Eq. (9)) and β (Eq. (12)) on the perfor-
mance in Tab. 4 and Fig. 6, in Digits, optimal performance
is achieved when β = 0.4 and τ = 0.3. Similar experi-
ments on Office-Caltech yields β = 0.4 and τ = 0.4 as the
best settings. We use these hyper-parameters by default in
subsequent experiments.
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Figure 5. Comparison of convergence of average accuracy with
counterparts on Digits. Please see details in Sec. 4.3.

β 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

AVG ↑↑↑ 76.00 76.88 77.20 76.83 76.96 77.13
STD ↓↓↓ 23.82 22.70 22.64 22.83 22.71 22.70

Table 4. Hyper-parameter study with different β (Eq. (12)) on
Digits datasets. See details in Sec. 4.2.
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Figure 6. Hyper-parameter study with variant τ (Eq. (5)) when
fix β = 0.4. Please see details in Sec. 4.2.

Ablation Study. To provide a comprehensive analysis of
the effectiveness of FPHL and FAEL, we carried out an ab-
lation study on both the Digits and Office-Caltech in Tab. 5.
They contribute positively to the performance enhancement
and their combination results in optimal performance.
Compatibility Study. To validate the compatibility of
FedHEAL, we compared the results of several widely-
adopted FL methods, FedAvg [36], FedProx [29], Scaffold
[22], MOON [26], FedDyn [1], FedProc [39], FedProto
[48] without and with FedHEAL. The results are shown in
Tab. 2. They reveal tangible benefits offered by our system,
i.e., FedProto [48] with FedHEAL achieves 5.60% reduc-
tion in STD and 15.12% increase in AVG on Office-Caltech.
We plot the differences in convergence between the bench-
mark without and with FedHEAL in Fig. 7, demonstrating
faster convergence and higher accuracy of FedHEAL.

4.3. Comparison to State-of-the-Arts

The Tab. 2 and Tab. 3 shows the accuracy and standard de-
viation at the end of communication with SOTAs that ad-
dress Performance Fairness in FL. The results depict that
our method outperforms counterparts in both standard devi-
ation and mean accuracy. This demonstrates that FedHEAL
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80
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FedAvg
FedAvg+HEAL
FedProx
FedProx+HEAL
FedDyn
FedDyn+HEAL
FedProc
FedProc+HEAL

Figure 7. Comparison of convergence of average accuracy with
and without the integration of FedHEAL, across selected FL meth-
ods. Please see details in Sec. 4.2.

Digits
FPHL FAEL

MNIST USPS SVHN SYN AVG ↑↑↑ STD ↓↓↓
89.84 93.25 79.54 41.35 76.00 23.82

✓ 92.19 95.32 76.32 44.37 77.05 23.32
✓ 90.05 95.16 78.76 44.83 77.20 22.64

✓ ✓ 90.27 95.69 79.94 46.45 78.09 22.08
Office-Caltech

FPHL FAEL
Amazon DSLR Caltech Webcam AVG ↑↑↑ STD ↓↓↓

72.63 56.67 58.57 45.52 58.35 11.13
✓ 68.42 66.00 57.95 66.55 64.73 4.64

✓ 66.73 63.33 57.59 53.10 60.19 6.05
✓ ✓ 67.90 66.00 59.28 66.21 64.85 3.80

Table 5. Ablation study on Digits and Office-Caltech. Pleaese
refer to Sec. 4.2 for detailed discussion.

achieves better Performance Fairness and further improves
accuracy across multiple domains. We plot the average ac-
curacy at each epoch in Fig. 5, which illustrates the faster
convergence of FedHEAL.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we address Performance Fairness in federated
learning with domain skew by tackling parameter update
conflicts and model aggregation bias. We discover a prop-
erty in federated learning which we term Parameter Update
Consistency. Leveraging this characteristic, we propose a
simple yet effective approach. By discarding unimportant
parameters, FedHEAL alleviates parameter update conflicts
for poor-performing clients. Moreover, considering domain
diversity, we reduce the variance of distances between the
global model and local models, addressing model aggrega-
tion bias. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effective-
ness and compatibility of FedHEAL. We believe that this
newly discovered property and our work will offer fresh re-
search directions and insights for the community.
Acknowledgement. This work is supported by Na-
tional Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant
(62361166629, 62176188, 62272354).
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